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Endorsed by the following organizations

As a proud member of both New York Women in Film & Television and the National
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences Carol Dorn is honored to have the
endorsements of these organizations.
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An Introduction
This proposal is a business investment with a guarantee ROI. Why such assurance?
We have confidence that there is a great need for this type of facility after extensive
research of the region and surveys taken in the independent film community. We
have discovered there is no facility in the NY/CT region – or maybe even the tri-state
area – that meets the following criteria: Infinity green screen studio with
approximately 18’ height fly room and harnesses, state-of-the-art live-stream
technology, playback availability, wardrobe/make-up shop with steamer, garment
racks & laundry room and full handicap accessibility both in the studio and the
bathroom. We even have B&B options on site! There is no facility that has this and
that is affordable to the independent filmmaker looking to expand their story and
their experience. As a woman filmmaker, especially trying to gain experience in
special effects and virtual reality film making, the opportunities to have this
technology on a director’s reel is next to impossible – and yet this is the future that is
now!
The goal is to raise $600k. This amount goes to the purchase and upgrading of a
unique studio space built into a home, approximately 60 miles from mid-town
Manhattan, in Danbury Connecticut. Front-end investors are guaranteed first pay
back with generous ROI within the first 5 years. If a singular investor agrees to be the
bank they will hold the title to the property until they are paid in full. All investors
will be able to monitor progress through a new software system that allows full
transparency of communication between team leaders on the project.
The new trend in filming is green screen. The new direction of short films is virtual
reality. The demand for this style is already growing significantly. And in light of the
huge success of WONDER WOMAN the hunt for more storylines and skilled women
directors will most likely be on the rise. This studio will easily function for sizzle
reels and virtual reality based projects. This is an exciting time to be part of
establishing a new wave in production!
To date since the surveys have gone out 14 filmmakers have reached out to see when
they can start booking their studio time. You will see in the following pages that
conservative figures at renting the space only 12 weeks out of the year would show a
ROI in 5 years which would include expenses such as utilities, insurance, legal and
marketing fees.
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About the site

w Located in Danbury, CT (approximately 1.5 miles from Danbury Airport, 3.5
miles to MetroNorth commuter RR, ¾ of a mile off I-84 )
w Home Offices and businesses are acceptable to the area
w The studio it’s self was originally built as a mechanic’s garage sizable
enough to fit a large box truck with plenty of room measuring
approximately at 18’ H x 20’ W x 30’ L
w The Studio is actually built into the side of a mountain with 12” thick
concrete walls and two steel I-beams in the ceiling along with a pulley
system that can lift the weight of a medium sized dump truck. The Studio is
equipped with a 2” thick industrial garage door with entry door built in.
This studio is already sound proofed.
w The entire property is newly rewired with 220 amp throughout. In addition
the studio and the dressing room and full handicap ready bathroom are all
handicap accessible with ramp entryway and flat driveway entrance.
w The property has separate electric heat for the studio, dressing room and
bathroom.
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Studio Specific Amenities

Included in Standard Rental :
Studio
Play Back room
Lighting grid
Dressing room (approx. 12’ x 12’),
Full handicap ready bathroom,
Heating/cooling
Electricity
Garment Racks

Rental Options for Additional Cost:
Live Stream Capabilities
Audio Package
Fly rig – renter must provide their own skilled labor to run rig. (choice of 3 point or
somersault)
Washer/Dryer
Garment Steamer
Overnight Bedroom & Breakfast for any necessary Cast or Crew up to 4 people
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Revenue Projections
All renters must show proof of insurance prior to any bookings.
Studio Rental Fees:
Minimum half day at $75 per hr = $375
Full 10 hour day $750
24 hour hour day $1,100 ($45.84 per hr)
First year Earning Projections are conservatively based on these numbers:
6 Day rental at 10 hours day $750 per = $4500.00
(for 24 hour rental see figures below.)
Goal is minimal rental of 12 weeks (1 week per month) totaling $54,000
This is a very conservative estimate. We have already heard from several corporate and
commercial sources expressing keen interest on having access to the facility. A list will
be made available once our survey has been completed.).
Target Clientele: Independent filmmakers, marketing companies, ad agencies, large
and small corporations in the Fairfield & Westchester county areas such as Bohringer
Engleheim, IBM, United Technology, Sikorsky, and television networks looking for
space to shoot additional footage.
Secondary Revenue:
3 Eight week long classes at $500 per person with max class of 10 per class
$15,000 at 5 eight week-long sessions totaling $75,000
There will also be weekend long Master Classes headed up by notable casting agents,
agents, producers and performers that will be added to this business plan.
Tertiary Revenue:
Rental of 2 other rooms (i.e. Air B&B = $7,200 approximately)
(2 rooms at 3 nights per wk at $100 per night 12 times per year)
>>This can also be rented to film production if their filming schedule is extensive.<<
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First Year Minimal Income potential $136,200

With this total divided into the $600k budget, the total amount (not including
interest, insurance and utilities) would be raised in 4.7 years.
Just in taking the numbers shown above and turning those 10 hour days into 24 hour
days – which would more likely be the case - the numbers would increase noticeably.
With a goal of 12 weeks rental at 6 days at $1,100. 00 per day
1 week $6,600.00
12 weeks = $79,200 annually
Bringing the total to $140,400 annually
The immediate goal is to raise $50K initially and raise the remaining as quickly as
possible so that finishing construction can be completed as quickly as possible,
thereby allowing income to come in while other parts of construction are being
completed. The preferred situation would be one investor as the bank who will hold
the deed to the property until it is paid in full including the investor’s interest.
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Breakdown of First year Expenses

Purchase of Property
Property Taxes
Insurance
Exterior (Driveway expansion)
Audio/Visual/Live-stream Tech
Interior (Studio/Shop) Renovation
Promotion/Marketing
Legal
Total

$ 275,000.00
$ 4,000.00
$ 4,500.00
$ 40,000.00
$ 40,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 56,500.00
$ 600,000.00

Construction & Modifications Areas:
Interior Construction
Studio
wConstruction by build crew members of Saturday Night Live
wTech design & build by former Sony Pictures Audio Visual
Consultant
Hair/Make-up/Costume/Dressing Room
Bathroom
Playback Room

Exterior Construction
Driveway extended from road to studio entry
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Immediate Revenue Sources

The immediate sources of income involve the following services:
(While Construction is being completed in the major part of the studio)
1.) Corporate coaching: for presentations, on-camera presence and on-camera
job interview coaching.
2.) Scene study Acting class: up to 10 people max per class *
3.) Screenwriting Class: up to 10 students per class *
4.) Director’s Workshop: up to 10 directors per session *
5.) Air B&B for 2 bedrooms

*Request the documents for course descriptions and fees.
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Upon Completion…
Once all financial obligations are complete there will be opportunity to provide
scholarship and partnership on projects. This in turn will create more job
opportunities in our industry.
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About Carol Dorn

Carol’s experience includes such prestigious institutions as Juilliard, Lincoln Center,
NBC, Williamstown Theatre Festival and dozens of notable people in the performing
arts both on stage and film. She served as Production Tour Manager for Lincoln
Center responsible for moving cast, crew, costume and sets throughout the triburo
area and evaluating schools, teachers & student readiness for receiving the
performances. She later served as Company Manager of the national tour of
“Nunsense Two: The Second Coming” in charge of moving the multimillion dollar
production in bus & truck of cast, musicians & crew across the US & Canada along
with scheduling interviews for cast, hotel accommodations, load-in/load-out crew
hiring, running crew, in some cases collecting revenue from box offices of last minute
tour additions and calling the show. In film she has worked along side such notables
as Allison Williams (GIRLS) and Campbell Scott (HOUSE OF CARDS) and has gone on
to direct readings for the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences directing
some 16 readings. Clips from her short films are viewable on YouTube. In the
corporate and business world she has contracted with companies such as Cigna
Global, United Technologies, Hamilton Standard, Pratt & Whitney, Department of
Commerce: HUD and the Census Bureau and had the honor of working on projects
for the Navy, NASA's first Mars Mission and was a hired staffer in charge of radio
buys for the re-election of Attorney General Robert Abrams. This unique body of
experience is what has brought her the opportunity to work with notable producers
of Broadway and the recording industry. Currently she is about to launch a campaign
to build a green screen film studio that will accommodate independent filmmakers in
the NY/CT regions, she continues production on her documentary entitled "It Takes a
Village Center" with a goal towards completing principle photography by the close of
2017. She is also in pre-production directing a music video for up-and-coming band
Typhoid Rosie's song "Walk of Shame". Please stay tuned for updates on these
projects.
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